In this paper, a new method for predicting the value of wind power is proposed, which combine fuzzy information granulation and support vector machine.Firstly,extract the original data and make fuzzy information granulation of the original data.Secondly,do the regression prediction of the granulated data by SVM.Finally,present the data of wind power,and verify the forecasting result.
Introduction
At present, the development of wind power in China is very rapid. However, the wind energy is more easily affected by weather conditions and it has instability and randomness, which has caused some obstacles to the development of wind power. Therefore, the wind power prediction is necessary 2 . In this paper, fuzzy information granulation and SVM are combined, and a FIG-SVM method is proposed to predict the actual wind power. Experiments show that this method can improve the accuracy of wind power prediction, which proves the validity of this method.
Support Vector Machine
Support Vector Machine was first proposed by Vapnik. By use, SVM can be divided into support vector regression (generally used in forecasting fields) and support vector machines (generally used for classification).
Support Vector Machine Regression Principle
In order to make SVM can solve the problem of regression fitting, Vapnik,who introduced the insensitive loss function, obtained the SVR (support vector machine for regression).When SVM is used in regression fitting, the basic idea is to find an optimal classification surface, which can make the error of all the training samples be minimized to the optimal classification surface.
Establish a regression function in the high dimensional feature space.
（1）
Where is a nonlinear mapping function. Define a linear insensitive loss function is θ:
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（3）
Among them,and is slack variable,K is penalty factor. Introducing Lagrange function,and the optimization problem turn into:
（5）

Fuzzy Information Granulation
Information granulation was first proposed by Professor L.A.Zadeh. Information granules are a collection of some elements which are combined because they are approximate, or difficult to distinguish, or have some feature. The main models of information granulation include: word computing model, rough set model, fuzzy set model, quotient space theory model 6 . Professor W. Pedrycz's granulation method is used in this paper 3 . First of all, do the fuzzy granulation processing to the time series, and it is divided into two steps: dividing the window and fuzzy processing. Dividing the window is to divide time series into several sub sequences, which are used as the operating window; then according to the actual needs, do the fuzzy processing to each window and get every fuzzy set, which should be able to express the original window data. This is fuzzy information granulation, which is called f-granulation 5 .The task of fuzzy processing is to set up a fuzzy granule K, which should be able to reasonably describe the fuzzy set and the set regard X as domain. The conditions of establishing fuzzy granule K are:（1）K should reasonably represent the original data（2）K must have some special characteristics. In order to meet these two conditions and to find the best balance between the two, establishing a function can be considered:
Among them, satisfies the condition (1), satisfies the condition (2) .
There are several basic forms of fuzzy granule: trapezoidal, triangular, parabolic, Gauss and so on. Triangular form is used in this paper, and the membership functions are as follows: 
Wind Power Prediction That Information Granulation And SVM Combined
In this paper, information granulation and SVM is combined to predict the wind power. Specific procedures are shown in Figure 1 , the concrete steps are as follows:
1）Firstly, extract the data and determine the window. Divide the time series into several sub sequences and do fuzzy information granulation to the original data.
2） Get Low(the minimum value of the original data change),R(the average value of the original data change),and Up(the maximum value of the original data change) after information granulation. Make preprocessing for the data and normalized processing for Low, R, Up. The normalized formula is shown in formula (11) 
Practical Application
Based on the data of 30 days in July, 2010, a wind farm in Northeast China was sampled, and a total of 720 sets of data were sampled. Do preprocessing to all power data by fuzzy information granulation and the granulated data is shown in Figure 1 .Among them, Low represents the minimum value of the original data change, R represents the average value of the original data change, and up represents the maximum value of the original data change.
Fig.1 Fuzzy information granulation figure
According to the formula（11）,do normalization processing to Low. The normalized image of Low is shown in figure 2.
Fig.2 Normalized image of Low
Similarly, do the normalization processing to R and Up, and establish the model of support vector machine by normalized Low, R and Up. Select the optimal parameters of SVM to obtain the prediction model of wind power. Using the forecasting model to predict Low, R and Up. Using mean squared error and squared correlation coefficient to do error analysis for the prediction results. The mean squared error and squared correlation coefficient of the SVM model(SVM)and the fuzzy information granulated SVM model (FIG-SVM) are shown in Table 1 . As we can see from Table 1 ,compared with SVM, the mean squared error of fuzzy information granulated SVM model (FIG-SVM) is smaller, and the squared correlation coefficient is more close to 1.So the FIG-SVM is more accurate.
Conclusion
In this paper, fuzzy information granulation and support vector machine are combined to predict the wind power. The experimental results show that FIG-SVM is effective for the wind power prediction, and the prediction accuracy is improved. It provides a theoretical basis for the smooth operation of the wind farm.
